The object of this paper is to show that for members L and M in the class of distributive lattices with zero and unit, the center of the free product of L and M is the free product of their centers.
We can assume that L and M are subalgebras (that is (0, 1)-sublattices) of their free product, which we denote by L*M. This means [2] that LVJM generates L*M and for au a%EL, bu b2EM:
(1) aibi ^ö2 + 62 implies ai ^ a2 or ¿>i ^ 62.
Since the center C(L) of L is exactly its subalgebra of comple- (2) can be replaced by a member of C(L) and still leave (2) valid. Indeed, if this replacement is possible then each a,-can be successively replaced by members of C(L) and then the whole process repeated for each ô,-; thus showing that xEC(L)*C(M). Now to prove that this replacement is possible suppose x^O, 1 has the representation in (2) and that x' is the complement of x in (ai+Èbi) + CZ {«<\ai«i = 0} + E{&| b& =0J) (3) è i + *' = 1. Now aiE {a^ax«,^} =0 so ai+E {a3| aiay = 0} j¿l. Applying (1) to (3) we obtain E?-2 ¿»<+ E {A|¿A=0} =1. This implies By applying (1) to (6) we obtain for each TG3:
+ E(2r,) + Ei«;U«i = 0} =1.
Thus,
